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The situation
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Sentences are used to
describe the behavior

The whole industry is
facing common
difficulties

• In automobiles, trains,
planes > 10,000 x n
lines of text are used to
describe and
architecture the
behavior

• The system engineers
and their managers have
no mean to get a
complete view on the
ongoing design
• Debugging takes place
late, during the
integration phase
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The software industry
brings good practices
• Be focused on
customer’s value
• Prioritize on the highest
value
• Iterate in short loops
• Integrate continuously
• Test continuously
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An agile process for System Engineering
Describe the behavior with models

➢ Execute in a virtual world the code generated with the models
➢ Generate the documents when the result is correct.

• Use case diagrams
• Sequence diagrams
• State machines

1 Design
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2 Simulation
• Generation of simulation
code
• Preparation of test
cases/ scenarios
• Test execution

• Automatic generation
of requirements
documents

3 Documents

“Be focused on customer’s value and prioritize on the
highest value” : as the execution in the virtual world
can be understood by anyone, any stakeholder can
interact with the on-going design.
“Iterate in short loops” : the new simulations
scenarios are typically available every 2 weeks.
“Integrate continuously and test continuously” : the
virtual world is the test bench where any design
evolution is tested, whatever level is concerned
(system, function, component)
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The key success factors to deploy Agile MBSE
The design efficiency is the target.

The main success factor is that the immediate efficiency of the process is
perceived by all stakeholders; this is made possible thanks to the detailed
methodology and the tooling that supports it.
To avoid failure, avoid :
❑ To let engineers write models without an appropriate method and tooling.
❑ To let engineers write requirements as usual AND write models additionally.

A second success factor is to allow the changes to be incremental : the new agile
way has to have the ability to be deployed locally and the documents delivered to
other stakeholders should look like the ones they are used to.
All other success factors of any change process apply as well (schedule in front of
development project, training, management support, …)
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Early functional V&V, the cherry…

The simulations in a virtual world, put in place to allow an agile process, allow
functional verifications & validations along the design process “down the V”.
This “cherry on top” can save debug time on prototypes at the start of verification
& validation phases “up the V” : an automotive OEM evaluated that 50 % of the
bugs on a first prototype could be avoided.
A working group at AFIS (incl. Schneider Electric, Nexter, Samares, CIL4Sys,
Dassault Systèmes) has shared approaches on the topic of early functional V&V. In
the next months they may prototype a common usecase with their respective
approach (action to be launched).
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A short movie to illustrate the process
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The automatic generation of requirements
❑ The same model that generates the code for simulation, generates the
requirements. The consistency of what is seen in the simulation and what is
written in the requirements is guaranteed by the method/tooling.

les captures d’écran
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The engineers skills and training

❑ Thanks to simplifications and automatizations developed in the tooling, the
most of UML complexity is hidden to engineers.

❑ For an engineer who is experienced in writing specifications and/or modeling
with Simulink, the typical training time is 3 days followed with 2-3 weeks of
self training on demos with a “light” support.

➢ This is accessible to any motivated engineer.
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Conclusion

A model-based approach of System Engineering and a strict method that let the
models be executable, allows to implement an agile development philosophy,
leveraging the best practices of Software Engineering.
The efficiency of the method and tooling is a must have to make any deployment a
success.
Simulation in a virtual world being part of the process, early functional verifications
and validations save time-consuming debug during the prototype integration phase.
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Grazie! Merci ! ¡Gracias! Danke! Thank you

Questions?
Contact : philippe.gicquel@cil4sys.com
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